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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn our previous papers 1]6, 14 we have developed a theory of divided
differences and rational functions that yields general methods for the
solution of linear differential-like equations. Our methods are based on
linear algebra constructions and are an alternative to the classical methods
based on integral transforms or operational calculi.
In this paper we extend our theory by introducing divided differences of
fractional order and generalized exponential polynomials. These functions
are closely related to Mittag]Leffler functions and are the solutions of
homogeneous differential equations associated with a fractional differen-
tial operator related to Weyl’s operator. We also apply our methods
Ž .Section 4 to find solutions of a Cauchy bounded problem for the
Riemann]Liouville fractional differential operator that was studied by
w xLuchko and Srivastava 10 using a Mikusinski-type operational calculus.´
Ž .Finally, Section 5 we solve some examples of the Laplace equation that
w xwere studied by Yoshida 8 .
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In Section 2 we present briefly the main results about rational functions
and divided differences that we use in our development. In Section 3 we
use contour integrals, associated with Hankel’s integral representation for
the reciprocal of the Gamma function, to define generalized divided
differences, a fractional differentiation operator L , and a family ofm
functions that form a basis for a vector space G of generalized exponential
w xpolynomials. Using a general result from 14 we find an explicit form for
Ž .the general solution of equations of the form u L g s f , where u is am
polynomial and f is a given element of G.
In Section 4 we describe the relationships of our generalized exponential
polynomials with functions of Mittag]Leffler type and show that our
operator L coincides with the usual Riemann]Liouville fractional differ-m
ential operator on certain subspace of G. We also find the solution of
certain Cauchy boundary problems.
In Section 5 we use our results to find solutions of some examples of the
Laplace differential equation and show that our methods can be used to
solve Bessel, confluent hypergeometric, and Laguerre equations.
The Hopf algebra aspects of our approach, and some results about
w x w xconvolutions and inner products, are discussed in 6 . See also, 3, 4, and 5 .
2. PROPER RATIONAL FUNCTIONS AND
DIVIDED DIFFERENCES
In this section we present some notions about rational functions and
divided difference functionals that will be used in our development.
We denote by P the complex vector space of all polynomials in the
indeterminate z, and by PU the dual vector space of P. For n G 0 the
subspace of P of all polynomials whose degree is at most n is denoted by
P , and its dual by PU. The duality pairing of PU and P is described withn n
the angular bracket notation, that is,
² : UL, p s Lp, L g P , p g P.
The basic Taylor functionals T are the elements of PU defined bya, k
1
k² :T , p s D p a , a g C, k g N, p g P ,Ž .a , k k!
where D denotes the usual differential operator. Observe that Taylor
functionals may be applied to functions more general than polynomials,
like entire or meromorphic functions. The vector space generated by the
basic Taylor functionals is denoted by T, and its elements are called Taylor
functionals.
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Since evaluations are multiplicative functionals, by Leibniz’s rule for
differentiation we obtain
k
² : ² :² :T , fg s T , f T , gÝa , k a , j a , kyj
js0
for any functions f and g that are sufficiently differentiable at a. This
formula is called Leibniz’s rule for Taylor functionals.
The space R of the proper rational functions is the space generated by
the basic rational functions
1
r t s , a g C, k g N.Ž .a , k 1qkt y aŽ .
Let r G 0, let a , a , . . . , a be distinct complex numbers, and let m ,0 1 r 0
m , . . . , m be positive integers. Define n q 1 s Ým and1 r i
r
m i nq1 nu z s z y a s z q b z q ??? qb . 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł i 1 nq1
is0
Ž . 4Let I s i, j : 0 F i F r, 0 F j F m y 1 and define the polynomialsi
u zŽ .
q z s , i , j g I , 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .i , j m yjiz y aŽ .i
and the linear functions L byi, j
p
² :L , p s T , , p g P , i , j g I . 2.3Ž . Ž .i , j a , j¦ ;i qi , 0
Using Leibniz’s rule for Taylor functionals it is easy to see that
² :L , q s d , i , j , k , s g I . 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž .i , j k , s Ž i , j. , Žk , s.
Consequently the polynomials q form a basis for P and the functionalsi, j n
L form a basis for the space PU. So, for every polynomial p in P wei, j n n
have
² :p z s L , p q z . 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i , j i , j
Ž .i , j gI
Ž . Ž .Dividing by u z and using 2.2 we get the partial fractions decomposition
Ž .formula PFD
² :L , pp zŽ . i , m y1yjis , p g P . 2.6Ž .Ý n1qju zŽ . z y aŽ .Ž .i , j gI i
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Ž . Ž .1qkŽ .1qm Ž .Taking u z s z y a z y b , with a / b, p z s 1, and apply-
Ž .ing the PFD 2.6 , we obtain the multiplication formula
k m
r r s C a, j; b , m r q C b , j; a, k r , 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýa , k b , m a , kyj b , myj
js0 js0
where the coefficients are defined by
j q ij y1yjyiC a, j; b , i s y1 a y b , a / b , i , j g N. 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /j
Note that r r s r .a, k a, m a, 1qkqm
Ž .Taking p s 1 in the PFD 2.6 , we get
m y1r i1
s a r z , 2.9Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i , j a , jiu zŽ . is0 js0
where
² :a s L , 1 . 2.10Ž .i , j i , m y1yji
Ž .Note that the coefficients a depend only on the roots of u z and theiri, j
w x w xmultiplicities. For more details see 3 and 4 .
The spaces R and T are isomorphic as vector spaces. We have the
natural isomorphism that sends the basic rational function r to T . Fora, k a, k
p g P , the element of T that corresponds to pru under this isomorphismn
is the functional
² :A s A pru s L , p T .Ž . Ý i , k a , m y1yki i
Ž .i , k gI
We say that a complex valued function f of a complex variable t is
² : Ž .defined on the roots of u if and only if T , f is well defined for i, ka , ki
in I. For any such f we have
² : ² :² :A , f s L , p T , f .Ý i , k a , m y1yki i
Ž .i , k gI
² : ² :From now on we write pru, f instead of A, f . That is, we identify
pru with its image in T under the natural isomorphism.
The definition of L and Leibniz’s rule give usi, k
rp
² :, f s L , pf ,Ý i , m y1¦ ; iu is0
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which can be written as
rp pf
, f s Residue at a of , p g P . 2.11Ž .Ý i n¦ ;u uis0
The linear functional associated with 1ru is called the di¤ided difference
functional with respect to the roots of u. For any f defined on the roots of
u we have
r1 f
, f s Residue at a of .Ý i¦ ;u uis0
We list next some elementary properties of divided differences. Most of
Ž . w x w xthem are direct consequences of 2.11 . For the proofs see 2 or 3 .
If u has simple roots a , a , . . . , a and f is defined on the a ’s then0 1 n i
n1 f aŽ .i
, f s . 2.12Ž .Ý X¦ ;u u aŽ .iis0
For any monic polynomial u of degree n q 1 we have
1
k, z s d , 0 F k F n , 2.13Ž .n , k¦ ;u zŽ .
² k:and 1ru, z is a polynomial in the roots of u for k ) n.
If f is any function defined on the roots of u then
1
, uf s 0. 2.14Ž .¦ ;u
If u and ¤ are monic polynomials of positive degree and f is defined on
the roots of u¤ then
1 1
, ¤f s , f . 2.15Ž .¦ ; ¦ ;u¤ u
If u and ¤ have no common roots and f is defined on the roots of u¤
then
1 1 f 1 f
, f s , q , . 2.16Ž .¦ ; ¦ ; ¦ ;u¤ u ¤ ¤ u
If u has degree n q 1 and f is defined on the roots of u then
p 1
, f s , pf , p g P . 2.17Ž .n¦ ; ¦ ;u u
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If pru is in R, q is a polynomial, and f is defined on the roots of u,
then
p 1 1 r
, qf s , pqf s , rf s , f , 2.18Ž .¦ ; ¦ ;¦ ; ¦ ;u u u u
where pq s ¤u q r, and the degree of r is strictly less than the degree of
u. That is, r is the residue of pq modulo u.
For any a g C and k g N, we have
1 t k
z t at, e s e . 2.19Ž .1qk¦ ; k!z y aŽ .
We denote by E the complex vector space generated by the functions
Ž .given in 2.19 . The elements of E are called quasi-polynomials or exponen-
tial polynomials and they are the solutions of linear homogeneous differen-
Ž w x.tial equations with constant coefficients see 4 .
Ž . Ž .The Horner polynomials associated with u z , denoted by u z , arek
defined as follows: u s 1 and0
u z s z k q b z ky1 q ??? qb , k G 1, 2.20Ž . Ž .k 1 k
Ž .where the b are the coefficients of u introduced in 2.1 . They satisfy thej
biorthogonality property
z k u zŽ .ny j
, 1 s d , 0 F k F n , 0 F j F n. 2.21Ž .j , k¦ ;u zŽ .
3. GENERALIZED DIVIDED DIFFERENCES AND
EXPONENTIAL POLYNOMIALS
Ž .In this section we will generalize 2.19 and define a new space G of
functions as an extension of the space E of quasi-polynomials. After this
we will give a class of functional equations whose solutions are precisely
Ž .the elements of G. First note that from 2.11 we can write
p 1 p z f zŽ . Ž .
, f s dz , 3.1Ž .H¦ ;u 2p i u zŽ .g
Žwhere g is a simple closed rectifiable positively oriented curve scroc, see
w x.7, pp. 172, 241 which encloses a , a , . . . , a .0 1 n
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Using a representation for the reciprocal of the Gamma function by a
Ž w x.contour integral due to H. Hankel see 7, p. 234; 15, p. 324 , we obtain:
1 t m
z t at, e s e , a, m g C. 3.2Ž .1qm¦ ; G 1 q mŽ .z y aŽ .
If f is an analytic function on a set U ; C and h is an analytic function
on U except for isolated singularities z , z , . . . , z , we define0 1 n
1
² :h z , f z s h z f z dz , 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H2p i g
where g is a scroc in U such that z , z , . . . , z lie inside it. This expression0 1 n
Ž .generalizes 2.19 .
It is easy to show that
² X : ² X :h z , f z s y h z , f z 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .and that properties analogous to 2.12 ] 2.18 hold.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let b and t be arbitrary complex numbers. Then
‘ kyby1tbb z t1 q z , e s . 3.5² :Ž . Ž .Ý ž /k G k y bŽ .ks0
< <Proof. Let a and z be complex numbers with z - 1. By the binomial
Ž w x.theorem see 8, p. 39 we have
‘
a a k1 q z s zŽ . Ý ž /k
ks0
where
a a y 1 ??? a y k q 1Ž . Ž .a s , k G 1,ž /k k!
aŽ . < <and s 1. Then, for complex numbers b and z, with z ) 1, we have0
b ‘ ‘1 1 1b bb b b1 q z s z 1 q s z s .Ž . Ý Ýk kybž / ž / ž /k kz z zks0 ks0
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Ž .Therefore, using 3.2 we obtain
‘ 1bb z t z t1 q z , e s , e² :Ž . Ý kyb¦ ;ž /k zks0
‘ 1b z ts , eÝ ¦ ;kybž /k zks0
‘ kyby1tbs .Ý ž /k G k y bŽ .ks0
There is another case of interest for us. Let z and z be two nonzero1 2
distinct complex numbers. Let l, d , and z be elements of C such that
< <  < < < <4z ) max z , z . Then1 2
‘ 1l d kz y z z y z s y1 c , 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 2 k kylydzks0
where
k
l d j kyjc s z z . 3.7Ž .Ýk 1 2ž / ž /j k y j
js0
Consequently we have the following result.
PROPOSITION 3.2. For z, z , z , l, d as in the pre¤ious paragraph we ha¤e1 2
‘ kylydy1tl d kz tz y z z y z , e s y1 c . 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .² : Ý1 2 k G k y l y dŽ .ks0
Ž .Note that if z z s 0 or z s z , then we can use 3.5 to obtain a series1 2 1 2
Ž .representation for the expression in 3.8 .
We define next a family of functions which generalizes our previous
results and contains the exponential polynomials.
Let m be a positive real number. For a in C, l in R, and k in N we
define the functions
z l
z tG a, t s , e 3.9Ž . Ž .l m¦ ;z y a
and
g t s T G x , t , 3.10Ž . Ž . Ž .l, a , k a , k l
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where the Taylor functional acts with respect to x, and in this case the
path of integration is a loop which starts and ends at y‘ and encircles the
< < < <1r mdisc z F a in the positive sense: yp F arg t F p on C. This is called
a Hankel integration path.
We denote by G the complex vector space generated by the functions
Ž .g , for j, a, k in N = C = N, and for each fixed integer j we denotej,a, k 0
Ž .by G the subspace generated by the functions g , for a, k in C = N.j j , a, k0 0
Note that
z l
z tg t s , e . 3.10.aŽ . Ž .l, a , k 1qk¦ ;mz y aŽ .
In particular, if l s 0 and m s 1 then
1 t k
z t atg t s , e s e .Ž .0, a , k 1qk¦ ; k!z y aŽ .
That is why we say that the elements of G are generalized exponential
polynomials.
If l - m and m ) 0 we will see in the next section that g can bel, a, k
expressed in terms of a Mittag]Leffler function. If l G m then gl, a, k
contains additionally a linear combination of fractional powers of t with
exponents that are less than or equal to y1.
We conclude this section by introducing a class of functional equations
whose space of solutions is G. For a ) 0 we define the linear operator La
on G by
z j
a z tL g t s , z e . 3.11Ž . Ž .a j , a , k 1qk¦ ;mz y aŽ .
We shall study the solutions of equations of the form
u L g t s f t , 3.12Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m
Ž .where g is an unknown function, u is a nonzero polynomial as in 2.1 , t is
a real or complex variable, and f is an element of G.
We show first that the operator L is a linear map of the space G intom
itself, that is, L : G “ G. If k s 0 we havem
z jqm az j
z t j z tL g t s , e s z q , e s ag t ,Ž . Ž .m j , a , 0 j , a , 0m m¦ ; ¦ ;z y a z y a
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² j z t:since z , e s 0 for all j in N. If k G 1, then
z jqm
z tL g t s , eŽ .m j , a , k 1qk¦ ;mz y aŽ .
az j z j
z ts q , e1qk k¦ ;m mz y a z y aŽ . Ž .
s ag t q g t .Ž . Ž .j , a , k j , a , ky1
Ž w Ž .x.Hence the operator L has the property see 14, Eq. 4.3m
ag , if k s 0,j , a , 0
L g s 3.13Ž .m j , a , k ½ ag q g , if k G 1.j , a , k j , a , ky1
Ž .In a similar way and using 3.2 we get the following more general
relations, which hold for j, q in Z and k G 1.
ag , if k s 0, j G q q 1,¡ jyqy1, a , 0
qyjt~L g s q ag , if k s 0, j F q ,myqy1 j , a , k jyqy1, a , 0G q y j q 1Ž .¢ag q g , if k G 1.jyqy1, a , k jyqy1, a , ky1
3.13.aŽ .
We define the commutative convolution product ) on G as follows. Let
i, j, k, and m be in N and let a, b be complex numbers. If a / b we define
k m
g ) g s C a, l ; b , m g q C b , l ; a, k g ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi , a , k j , b , m iqj , a , kyl iqj , b , myl
ls0 ls0
3.14Ž .
Ž .where the coefficient functions are defined in 2.8 , and
g ) g s g . 3.15Ž .i , a , k j , a , m iqj , a , 1qkqm
For any a in C it is obvious that
0, if k s 0,




L y aI g s 0, m G k . 3.17Ž .Ž .m j , a , k
By induction on m it is easy to see that
s
m myimL y aI g s b y a g , 3.18Ž . Ž .Ž . Ým j , b , k j , b , kyiž /i
is0
 4where s s min m, k . Therefore, for a / b we have
m
L y aI g / 0, j, k , m g N. 3.19Ž .Ž .m j , b , k
A straightforward computation yields
L g ) g s L g ) g q g F g , 3.20Ž . Ž .Ž .m 0, a , k j , b , m m 0, a , k j , b , m j , b , m 0, a , k
where F is the linear functional on G defined by F g s d . Byj, a, k 0, k
linearity we obtain
L g ) f s L g ) f q f F g , f g G , g g G . 3.21Ž . Ž .Ž .m m 0
Using induction it is easy to prove that
1qk
L y aI g ) f s f , a, k g C = N, f g G . 3.22Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m 0, a , k
Ž . Ž .Let u z be a monic polynomial of positive degree as in 2.1 . Then, by
Ž .2.9 , the PFD for 1ru is
m y1r i1
s a r z .Ž .Ý Ý i , k a , kiu zŽ . is0 ks0
We define
m y1r i
h s a g . 3.23Ž .Ý Ýu i , k 0, a , ki
is0 ks0
w xAs a particular case of 14, Theorem 4.1 we obtain
THEOREM 3.1. Let f be a gi¤en element of G and let the polynomial u be
Ž .as abo¤e. Then the general solution of the equation u L g s f ism
g s h ) f q g , 3.24Ž .˜u
Ž .where h is defined in 3.23 and g is any element of the subspace of G˜u
 4generated by g : j g N, 0 F i F r, 0 F k F m y 1 .j, a , k ii
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4. AN APPLICATION TO FRACTIONAL
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Let m be a positive real number. The operator I defined bym
x1 my1I f x s x y t f t dt 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Hm G mŽ . 0
is called the Riemann]Liou¤ille fractional integral operator of order m.
The Riemann]Liou¤ille fractional differential operator of order m, de-
noted by D , is defined asm
hd w xm q 1, if m f N,
D f x s I f x , h s .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .m hym ½ž / m , if m g Ndx
4.2Ž .
For the theory and applications of these operators one may refer to
w x11]13 .
In this section we study the solutions of fractional differential equations
of the form
u D g t s f t , 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m
Ž .where u is a nonzero polynomial given in 2.1 , t is a real or complex
variable, and we denote by Dk the composition of k Riemann]Liouvillem
fractional differential operators.
A two-parameter function of the Mittag]Leffler type is defined by the
series expansion
‘ kz
qE z s , a , b g R , 4.4Ž . Ž .Ýa , b G a k q bŽ .ks0
or equivalently by the integral
1 t aybet
E z s dt , 4.5Ž . Ž .Ha , b a2p i t y zC
Ž . Ž .where the path of integration C is a Hankel path as in 3.9 and 3.10 .
The following two propositions relate our results of the previous section
with the above concepts.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let m and l be real numbers such that m ) 0 and
l - m. Then
t mŽkq1.yly1
Žk . mg t s E at , 4.6Ž . Ž . Ž .l, a , k m , mylk!
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where
k ‘ jd j q k ! yŽ .
Žk .E y s E y s .Ž . Ž . Ýa , b a , bk j!G a j q a k q bdy Ž .js0
< < < <1r mProof. For z such that z ) a , we have
‘ k1 1 1 a
s s ,Ým m ym m mž /z y a z 1 y az z zŽ . ks0
so that
l ‘ kz a
s ,Ým m kqmylz y a zks0
Ž . Ž .and using 3.9 and 3.2 we obtain
z l
z tG a, t s , eŽ .l m¦ ;z y a
‘ ka
z ts , eÝ mkqmyl¦ ;zks0
‘ mkqmyly1t
ks aÝ
G mk q m y lŽ .ks0
km‘ atŽ .
myly1s t ,Ý
G mk q m y lŽ .ks0
that is,
G a, t s t myly1E at m . 4.7Ž . Ž . Ž .l m , myl
Ž . Ž . Ž .From 4.7 and 3.10 we obtain 4.6 .
Proposition 4.1 can be written in terms of the functions E r , defined ina , b
w x10 by
‘ kr zŽ . krE z s , r g N,Ž . Ýa , b k!G a k q bŽ .ks0
due to the relation
1
Ž r . rq1E z s E z .Ž . Ž .a , b a , a rqbr !
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Suppose that l is real and l G m. Let l be the least integer such that0
Ž .l m F l - l q 1 m and define a s l y l m. So l s l m q a , with 0 F0 0 0 0
a - m. Hence
l l y1l a m l a0 00z z z a zŽ .
l y1yl m lqa0s s a z q ,Ým m mz y a z y a z y als0
Ž .and using 3.2 we get
l y10
l y1yl m lqa z t l myay1 m0 0² :G a, t s a z , e q a t E atŽ . Ž .Ýl m , mya
ls0
l y1 l y1yl ym lyay100 a t
l myay1 m0s q a t E at .Ž .Ý m , myaG ym l y aŽ .ls0
Ž .The last expression together with 3.10 shows that the function gl, a, k
contains a linear combination of powers of t with exponents that are less
than or equal to y1, and in consequence D g does not exist if l G m.m l, a, k
Ž . Ž .A direct calculation from 4.2 and 4.6 shows that the functions g ,j, a, k
with j in N and 0 F j - m, satisfy the following property.
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let D be the Riemann]Liou¤ille fractional differentialm
operator of order m and let j be in N, with j - m. Then
ag , if k s 0,j , a , 0
D g s 4.8Ž .m j , a , k ½ ag q g , if k G 1.j , a , k j , a , ky1
Proof. We have that
‘ my k mmqmyjy1a tmg t s .Ž . Ýj , a , k ž /k G mm q m y jŽ .msk
If k s 0 then
‘ m mmyjy1 ‘ i imqmyjy1a t a t
D g t s s a s ag t .Ž . Ž .Ý Ým j , a , 0 j , a , 0G mm y j G im q m y jŽ . Ž .ms1 is0
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Now, for k G 1 we have
‘ my k mmyjy1a tmD g t sŽ . Ým j , a , k ž /k G mm y jŽ .msk
‘ iq1yk imqmyjy1a ti q 1s Ý ž /k G im q m y jŽ .isky1
‘ iq1yk imqmyjy1 kmyjy1a t ti q 1s qÝ ž /k G im q m y j G km y jŽ . Ž .isk
‘ iq1yk imqmyjy1a tis Ý ž /k G im q m y jŽ .isk
‘ iq1yk imqmyjy1 kmyjy1a t tiq qÝ ž /k y 1 G im q m y j G km y jŽ . Ž .isk
‘ iyk imqmyjy1a tis a Ý ž /k G im q m y jŽ .isk
‘ iyŽky1. imqmyjy1a tiq Ý ž /k y 1 G im q m y jŽ .isky1
s ag t q g t .Ž . Ž .j , a , k j , a , ky1
Note that it is possible to calculate Di g , for i G 1, in terms of them j, a, k
Ž .functions g , with 0 F m F k, by using 4.8 repeatedly. Let H be thej, a, m
Ž .complex vector space generated by the functions g , with j, a, k g Nj, a, k
= C = N and 0 F j F h y 1. Then D : H “ H. Moreover, Proposition 4.2m
Ž .says that D s L on H, where L was defined in 3.11 . Therefore, wem m m
obtain from Theorem 3.1 the following result.
COROLLARY 4.1. Let f be a gi¤en element of G and let the polynomial u
Ž .be as abo¤e. Then the general solution of the equation u D g s f ism
m y1hy1 r i
g s h ) f q b g , 4.9Ž .Ý Ý Ýu j , i , k j , a , ki
js0 is0 ks0
Ž .where h is defined in 3.23 and the coefficients b are arbitrary complexu j, i, k
numbers.
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A direct calculation shows that D s L on H for q s 0, 1,myqy1 myqy1
Ž . Ž .. . . , h y 1. From this, 4.6 , and 3.13.a we get
lim D g t s d . 4.10Ž . Ž .myqy1 j , a , k Ž j , k . , Žq , 0.
t“0
We will apply our previous results to solve the problem:
u D g s f , lim D Dl g t s d , 4.11Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .m myqy1 m l , q
t“0
Ž .where l s 0, 1, . . . , n; q s 0, 1, . . . , h y 1; and f g H. The problem 4.11 is
called a Cauchy boundary-¤alue problem for the Riemann]Liou¤ille frac-
tional differential operator D . For m s 1 it reduces to the well-knownm
Cauchy problem for an ordinary differential equation of order n q 1 with
w xconstant coefficients, which was studied in 4 . First, we shall give a result
about the particular solution of the equation.
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let h be as abo¤e. Thenu
lim D Dl h ) f t s 0, 4.12Ž . Ž .Ž .myqy1 m u
t“0
for any f in H and l s 0, 1, . . . , n; q s 0, 1, . . . , h y 1.
Proof. We have
z j 1 z j
z t z tg t s , e s , , e ,Ž .j , a , k m1qk 1qk ¦ ;¦ ; ¦ ;m z y xz y a x y aŽ . Ž . zi x
that is,
1
g t s , g t . 4.13Ž . Ž . Ž .j , a , k j , x , 01qk¦ ;x y aŽ .i
Ž . Ž .From 4.13 and 3.14 it is easy to see that
1
g ) g t s , g t .Ž . Ž . Ž .i , a , k j , b , m iqj , x , 01qk 1qm¦ ;x y a x y bŽ . Ž .
Let f be an element of H. Then
hy1
f t s c g t , c g C,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý j , l , m j , d , l j , l , mm
js0 Ž .m , l gI
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Ž . 4for some index set of the type I s m, l : 0 F m F s, 0 F l F l y 1 , orm
equivalently
hy1 1
f t s c , g tŽ . Ž .Ý Ý j , l , m j , x , 01ql¦ ;x y dŽ .js0 Ž .m , l gI m
hy1 p xŽ .
s e , g t ,Ž .Ý j j , x , 0¦ ;¤ xŽ .js0
where pr¤ is an element of R and the e ’s are complex numbers. Besides,j
1
h s a g s , g t ,Ž .Ýu i , k 0, a , k 0, x , 0¦ ;i u xŽ .Ž .i , k gI
so that
hy1
h ) f s a cÝ Ýu i , k j , l , m
js0 Ž . Ž .i , k gI , m , l gI
1
= , g tŽ .j , x , 01qk 1ql¦ ;x y a x y dŽ . Ž .i m
or
hy1 p xŽ .
h ) f s e , g t . 4.14Ž . Ž .Ýu j j , x , 0¦ ;u x ¤ xŽ . Ž .js0
Ž .Hence, using 4.10 we obtain
lim D Dl h ) f tŽ .Ž .myqy1 m u
t“0
hy1 p xŽ .
ls lim D e , x g tŽ .Ýmyqy1 j j , x , 0¦ ;u x ¤ xt“0 Ž . Ž .js0
x lp xŽ .
s e , 1q¦ ;u x ¤ xŽ . Ž .
s 0.
Ž . Ž l .The last equality follows from degree u¤ y degree x p G 2, since the
sum of the residues of a rational function with this property is zero.
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Ž .We can write the solution 4.9 in a different and useful form. Let G be
a function of the type
hy1
G x , t s c g t , 4.15Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j j , x , 0
js0
where the coefficients c are arbitrary complex numbers and x and t arej
real or complex variables. Then
D G x , t s xG x , t , 4.16Ž . Ž . Ž .m
Ž .since D g s xg for j s 0, 1, . . . , h y 1. So, G x, t is a generatingm j, x, 0 j, x, 0
Ž .function for D and hence the general solution of the equation u D y s 0m m
Ž w x.can be written as see 6, Proposition 7.1
p xŽ .
y t s , G x , t , p g P . 4.17Ž . Ž . Ž .n¦ ;u xŽ .
Ž . Ž .Let u x be the Horner polynomials defined in 2.20 . In particular, wek
consider the solution
hy1n u xŽ .nym¤ t s d , g t . 4.18Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý m , j j , x , 0¦ ;u xŽ .ms0 js0
Then
hy1n u xŽ .nyml lD ¤ t s d , x g t ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ým m , j j , x , 0¦ ;u xŽ .ms0 js0
Ž . Ž .and using 4.10 and the biorthogonality property 2.21 we get
n u xŽ .nyml llim D D ¤ t s d , x s d . 4.19Ž . Ž .Ž . Ýmyqy1 m m , q l , q¦ ;u xt“0 Ž .ms0
Ž .In consequence ¤ t is the solution in the space H of the Cauchy problem
Ž .corresponding to 4.11 with f s 0.
Ž .By the PFD 2.6 we also have
u x bŽ .nym i , k , ms ,Ý 1qku xŽ . x y aŽ .Ž .i , k gI i
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² :where b s L , u . Soi, k , m i, m y1yk nymi
u x 1Ž .nym
, g t s b , g tŽ . Ž .Ýj , x , 0 i , k , m j , x , 01qk¦ ; ¦ ;u xŽ . x y aŽ .Ž .i , k gI i
s b g tŽ .Ý i , k , m j , a , ki
Ž .i , k gI
and
m y1hy1n r i
¤ t s d b g t . 4.20Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý m , j i , k , m j , a , ki
ms0 js0 is0 ks0
Ž .Combining Proposition 4.3 and 4.19 we obtain the following.
PROPOSITION 4.4. The unique solution of the Cauchy boundary-¤alue
Ž .problem 4.11 in the space H can be represented in the form
g t s h ) f t q ¤ t , 4.21Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .u
Ž . Ž . Ž .where the function ¤ t is gi¤en by 4.18 or 4.20 .
We know that the differential operators Di and D are different form im
Ž .i s 2, 3, . . . , n q 1. However, from 4.14 we have
hy1 ix p xŽ .
iD h ) f t s e , g t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ým u j j , x , 0¦ ;u x ¤ xŽ . Ž .js0
and a direct calculation yields
iy2




f t s ,Ž .i , j , m G m m y i q 1 y jŽ .Ž .
Ž .thus using 4.14 again we get
hy1 miy2 x p xŽ .
D h ) f t s e f t , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýim u j i , j , m ¦ ;u x ¤ xŽ . Ž .js0 ms0
q Di h ) f t .Ž . Ž .m u
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But
x mp xŽ .
, 1 s 0,¦ ;u x ¤ xŽ . Ž .
for m s 0, 1, . . . , i y 2; i s 2, 3, . . . , n q 1. Therefore
Di h ) f t s D h ) f t 4.22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m u im u
and we obtain the following corollary.
COROLLARY 4.2. Let f be a function in H. The unique solution of the
boundary-¤alue problem
nq1
b D y t s f t , lim D y t s 0, 4.23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý i Žnq1yi.m lmqmyqy1
t“0is0
for l s 0, 1, . . . , n and q s 0, 1, . . . , h y 1, can be expressed as
y t s h ) f t , 4.24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .u
Ž . Ž .where b s 1 and u and h are defined in 2.1 and 3.23 , respecti¤ely.0 u
w xWe will solve next two problems taken from 10 . We shall suppose that
the function f in the right-hand side of the equation belongs to H in both
examples.
EXAMPLE 1. For a in C let us consider the following Cauchy problem:
D y t y a y t s f t , lim D y t s d , 4.25Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .m myqy1 q
t“0
where the d are arbitrary complex numbers and q s 0, 1, . . . , h y 1. Weq
Ž .apply Proposition 4.4 with u z s z y a . In this case
h t s g t s t my1E a t m ,Ž . Ž . Ž .u 0, a , 0 m , m
Ž . Ž .and using 4.20 we can write the solution of 4.25 as
hy1
y t s g ) f t q d g t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý0, a , 0 j j , a , 0
js0
EXAMPLE 2. For the problem
D y t y a yX t q b 2 D y t y ab y x s f t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .3r2 1r2
a , b g C, 4.26Ž .
lim D y t s lim y t s lim D y t s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .y1r2 1r2
t“0 t“0 t“0
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Ž . 3 2 2 2we can use Corollary 4.2 with u z s z y a z q b z y ab and m s 1r2
to find its solution. We have that
1 A B C
s q q ,
u z z y a z y ib z q ibŽ .
Ž 2 2 . Ž 2 . Ž 2 .where A s 1r a q b , B s y1r2 b q iab , C s 1r2 yb q iab .
Thus
h s Ag t q Bg t q Cg tŽ . Ž . Ž .u 0, a , 0 0, ib , 0 0, yib , 0
y1r2 1r2 1r2s t AE a t q BE ib tŽ . Ž .1r2, 1r2 1r2, 1r2
1r2qCE yib t .Ž .1r2, 1r2
Ž .A direct calculation using 4.6 shows that
z1r2 q a
z tBg t q Cg t s yA , e ,Ž . Ž .0, ib , 0 0, yib , 0 2¦ ;z q b
1r2 2 2s yA t E yb t q aE yb t ,Ž . Ž .1, 1r2 1, 1
Ž w x.then, alternatively we have see 10
y1r2 1r2 y1r2 2 2h s A t E a t y t E yb t y aE yb t .Ž . Ž . Ž .u 1r2, 1r2 1, 1r2 1, 1
Ž .The solution is given by 4.24 .
Finally, we observe that we can apply our results to find the solution of
an equation with a more general function f in its right-hand side, provided
w xthat we have an integral representation for the convolution. See 10 and
w x14 .
5. THE LAPLACE EQUATION
In this section we consider the differential equation
a t q b yY t q a t q b yX t q a t q b y t s 0, 5.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 1 1 0 0
where a , b are given complex numbers for k s 0, 1, 2 and a / 0. It isk k 2
called the Laplace Equation in honor of Pierre Simon de Laplace
Ž .1749]1827 , who studied it in his treatise ‘‘Theorie analityque des proba-´
bilites’’ of 1817.´
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Without loss of generality we can suppose that b s 0 by taking t q2
b ra as a new variable. Thus we shall discuss the differential equation2 2
a tyY t q a t q b yX t q a t q b y t s 0, 5.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 1 0 0
with a / 0, in the domain t G 0.2
Ž .Let P and Q be the polynomials defined by P z s b z q b and1 0
Ž . 2Q z s a z q a z q a , and let L be the second-order differential opera-2 1 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .tor defined by L s P D q tQ D . We can write Eq. 5.2 as
Ly s P D q tQ D y s 0. 5.3Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .We seek a solution of 5.3 of the form
² z t:g t s h z , e 5.4Ž . Ž . Ž .
for an appropriate function h. First, note that
t zLg s h z , P z q tQ z e² :Ž . Ž . Ž .
t zs h z , P z q Q z D e² :Ž . Ž . Ž . z
s y D Q z h z q P z h z , et z .² :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .z
Ž . Ž .Then, the function g given in 5.4 is a solution of 5.3 if h is a solution of
the first-order differential equation
yD Q z h z q P z h z s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .z
or equivalently
QX z y P zŽ . Ž .
D h z q h z s 0. 5.5Ž . Ž . Ž .z Q zŽ .
Ž .Solving 5.5 we get
h z s CeyH Ž z . , 5.6Ž . Ž .
where C is an arbitrary constant and H is a function such that
QX z y P z y2 a q b z y a q bŽ . Ž . Ž .2 1 1 0XH z s s y .Ž . 2Q z a z q a z q aŽ . 2 1 0
The function H can be found by simple integration. We have to consider
two cases.
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Ž .THEOREM 5.1. If the equation Q z s 0 has two distinct roots z and z ,1 2
then the function
A B z tg t s K z y z z y z , e 5.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .² :1 2
Ž .is a solution of the equation 5.2 for any constant K, where A and B are
determined by the partial functions decomposition
y2 a q b z y a q b A BŽ .2 1 1 0 s q .2 z y z z y za z q a z q a 1 22 1 0
Proof. In this case we have
A B
XH z s y y ,Ž .
z y z z y z1 2
so that
A BH z s yln K z y z z y z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
Ž .where K is an arbitrary constant. Using this expression together with 5.4
Ž . Ž .and 5.6 we get 5.7 .
Note that we may use Proposition 3.2 to find a series representation of
Ž .the solution 5.7 . The following equations
t 2 yY q tyX q t 2 y a 2 y s 0, a g C,Ž .
tyY q c y t yX y ay s 0, a, c g C,Ž .
tyY y t q a y 1 yX q a q l y s 0, a , l g C,Ž . Ž .
are the Bessel, confluent Hypergeometric, and Laguerre differential equa-
w xtions, respectively, and all them can be solved by this method. See 8 .
For the second case we have the following.
Ž .THEOREM 5.2. If the equation Q z s 0 has a double root a, then the
function
k k‘ y1 BŽ .
kyAy1g t s K t 5.8Ž . Ž .Ý k!G k y AŽ .ks0
Ž .is a solution of the equation 5.2 for any constant K, where A and B are
determined by the partial fractions decomposition
y2 a q b z y a q b A BŽ .2 1 1 0 s q .2 2z y aa z q a z q a z y aŽ .2 1 0
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Proof. Now we have
BAH z s yln C z y a q , C g C,Ž . Ž .1 1z y a
so that
AyBrŽ zya.h z s Ke z y a , K g C.Ž . Ž .
Expanding h in a series of powers of z y a we get
k k‘ y1 BŽ .
h z s K ,Ž . Ý kyAk! z y aŽ .ks0
Ž . Ž . Ž .and using 5.4 and 3.2 we get 5.8 .
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